Colloidal noble-metal and bimetallic alloy nanocrystals: a general synthetic method and their catalytic hydrogenation properties.
A general single-step strategy has been developed for the direct thermal decomposition of noble-metal salts in octadecylamine to synthesize octahedron- and rod-shaped noble-metal aggregates and monodisperse noble-metal or bimetallic alloy nanocrystals without introducing any additive into the system. It has presented a facile and economic way to fabricate these nanocrystals, especially alloy nanocrystals, which does not require a post-synthesis solid-state annealing process. The morphology of the nanocrystals can be easily controlled by tuning the synthetic temperature. Their ability to catalyze heterogeneous Suzuki coupling reactions has been investigated and showed satisfactory catalytic activity. The catalytic performance of the monometallic and bimetallic alloy nanocrystals were also evaluated in the selective hydrogenation of citral in a conventional organic solvent (toluene) and a green solvent (supercritical carbon dioxide, scCO(2)). Interestingly, the catalysts performed differently to each other when they were in scCO(2) owing to the different morphology, which should be readily optimized for further use.